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LEGAL BRIEF ON THE TERM OF OFFICE OF THE SUCCESSOR
TO RESIGNED OMBUDSMAN MERCEDITAS GUTIERREZ

The term of the successor according to express provision ofZaw

The question of whether or not the successor to resigned Ombudsman
Merceditas Gutierrez shall only serve the remainder of her term until
November 30, 2012, or as advanced by others, should be counted from the
original end of term of former Ombudsman Simeon Marcelo on October 9,
2009, and therefore should only serve until October 9, 2016, or should be
appointed to a full seven-year term, is categorically answered by express
provision of law.

Section 8 of Republic Act No. 6770 or the Ombudsman Act of 1989
provides that any successor to the Office of the Ombudsman shall
be appointed by the President to a full seven-year term,
regardless of whether or not the previous Ombudsman before
him has served a full seven-year term.

Section 8 of Republic Act No. 6770, or the Ombudsman Act of 1989,
categorically provides:

"Section 8.Removal; Filling of Vacancy. -

"(1) In accordance with the provisions of Article XI of the Constitution, the
Ombudsman may be removed from office on impeachment for, and
conviction of, culpable violation of the Constitution, treason, bribery, graft
and corruption, other high crimes, or betrayal of public trust.

"(2) A Deputy or the Special Prosecutor, may be removed from office by
the President for any of the grounds provided for the removal of the
Ombudsman, and after due process.

"(3) In case of vacancy in the Office of the Ombudsman due to
death, resignation, removal or permanent disability of the incumbent
Ombudsman, the Overall Deputy shall serve as Acting Ombudsman in a
concurrent capacity until a new Ombudsman shall have been
appointed for a full term. In case the Overall Deputy cannot assume



the role of Acting Ombudsman, the President may designate any of the
Deputies, or the Special Prosecutor, as Acting Ombudsman.

"(4) In case of temporary absence or disability of the Ombudsman, the
Overall Deputy shall perform the duties of the Ombudsman until the
Ombudsman returns or is able to perform his duties." (Emphasis supplied)

In light of this express provision of law, all ambiguity as to whether
an Ombudsman appointed to replace a resigned Ombudsman is appointed
for a full term, or merely the remainder or unexpired term of the previous
Ombudsman, is removed.

In the present case where Ombudsman Merceditas Gutierrez has
resigned, to take effect on 6 May 2011, her successor shall be appointed by
the President to a full seven-year term in accordance with the above-cited
provision of the Ombudsman Act.

Sources of "Remainder of Term "Opinion

The sources of the legal opinion stating that the successor to the
Ombudsman who has resigned before the end of a seven-year term should
only serve the remainder of the term of the resigned Ombudsman
("remainder of term" opinion, for brevity) are varied but non-categorical in
answering the issue.

First, one source of the "remainder of term opinion" is the apparent
ambiguity in the 1987 Constitution, which merely declares that the
Ombudsman and the Deputy Ombudsmen shall all serve for a term of seven
years, without being specific that in case of resignation, whether the new
appointment is for a full term or only the remainder of the term of the
resigned Ombudsman. Article XI of the 1987 Constitution provides:

"Section 9. The Ombudsman and his Deputies shall be appointed by the
President from a list of at least six nominees prepared by the Judicial and
Bar Council, and from a list of three nominees for every vacancy
thereafter. Such appointments shall require no confirmation. All vacancies
shall be filled within three months after they occur.

"Section 10. The Ombudsman and his Deputies shall have the rank of
Chairman and Members, respectively, of the Constitutional Commissions,
and they shall receive the same salary which shall not be decreased during
their term of office.
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"Section 11. The Ombudsman and his Deputies shall serve for a
term of seven years without reappointment. They shall not be
qualified to run for any office in the election immediately succeeding their
cessation from office." (Emphasis supplied)

Second, the "remainder of term" opinion is further reinforced by the
legal proposition that the Constitutional provisions on the Constitutional
Commissions, stating that replacement Chairs and Commissioners of the
Civil Service Commission, the Commission on Elections, and the
Commission on Audit, shall only serve the remainder of the term of the
chair or commissioner who died, resigned, etc., are likewise applicable to
the Office of the Ombudsman. Arts. IX-B, IX-C, and IX-D, Section 1 (2) of
the 1987 Constitution, all provide that:

"Section 1.

xxx xxx xxx

"2. xxx. Appointment to any vacancy shall be only for the unexpired
portion of the term of the predecessor. In no case shall any Member be
appointed or designated in a temporary or acting capacity."

The notion that these provisions also apply to the Ombudsman and
the Deputies is thus also a source of the "remainder of term" opinion being
applied to the Ombudsman. However, the fact that a provision similar
to Section 1 (2) of Arts. IX-B, IX-C, and IX-D is not found in any
of the Constitutional provisions establishing the Ombudsman
shows that said "remainder of term" provision is not applicable
to the Ombudsman. Otherwise, the Constitution would have so
provided.

Third, other sources of the "remainder of term" opinion are basic
legal principles on the term of replacement officials and the jurisprudence
that has been enunciated following these principles. However, a closer
scrutiny of these principles and jurisprudence shows that the same are
applicable only either 1) to positions where the beginning and end of the
term of the office is specified, or 2) where the law provides for staggered or
"rotational" membership in a board or collegial body. Both cases do not
apply to the Office of the Ombudsman as created under the 1987
Constitution.
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The relevant legal principles provide:

1. Where both the duration of the term of office and the time of its
commencement or termination are fixed by constitutional or statutory
provisions, a person elected or appointed to fill the vacancy in such
office shall hold the same only for the unexpired portion of the
term.

2. Where only the duration of the term is fixed, but no time is established
for the beginning or end of the term, the person selected to fill the
vacancy in such office may serve the full term and not merely the
unexpired balance of the prior incumbent's term.l

A reading of the pertinent Constitutional provisions on the Office of
the Ombudsman shows that said Office falls under the second legal
principle, since the 1987 Constitution only provides for the duration of the
terms of the Ombudsman and the Deputies, but not the time for the
beginning or end of their terms. Thus, under this second legal
principle, appointments to the Office of the Ombudsman are
always for a full seven-year term, and can be argued as such, even
without the specific provision of the Ombudsman Act categorically
providing for the same.

The second categorical application of the "remainder of term" rule is
on rotational offices in collegial offices with. fixed terms such as the
Constitutional Commissions, viz., the COMELEC, COAand the Civil Service
Commission. The case of Republic vs. Imperial (G.R. No. L-8684, March
31,1955) shows that other than the above discussed case where the officials'
term is specified by its date of commencement and expiration, the
"remainder of term" rule also only applies to specific offices where the
intention of the law is to have staggered terms or "rotational"
appointments, to wit:

"While the general rule is that a public officer's death or other
permanent disability creates a vacancy in the office, so that the
successor is entitled to hold for a full term, such rule is recognized
to suffer exception in those cases where the clear intention is to have
vacancies appointments at regular intervals. Thus, in 43 American
Jurisprudence, Sec. 159, p. 18, it is stated:

1Antonio B. Nachura, Outline/Reviewer in Political Law, 1996, p. 263.
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' ... In like manner, it has been ruled that the resignation or
the removal of an officer during his term and the election or
appointment of a successor do not divide the term or create a new
and distinct one, and that in such a case the successor is filling out
his predecessor's term. It seems the term of office of one elected or
appointed to fill a vacancy in a board of several officers will be held
to be for the unexpired term of his predecessor only, where the
clear intent of the creating power is that the entire board
should not go out of office at once, but that different groups
should retire at regularly recurring intervals."(Emphasis supplied)

This old case is reiterated in its modern counterpart, the 2000 case of
Gaminde VS. Commission on Audit (G. R. No. 140335,December 13,2000),
where the Imperial doctrine was reiterated and made to apply to the Offices
of the Chairperson and Commissioners of the three Constitutional
Commissions, viz., COMELEC, COA and the CSC, under the 1987
Constitution, to wit:

"In Republic us. Imperial, we said that the operation of the
rotational plan requires two conditions, both indispensable to its
workability: (1) that the terms of the first three (3) Commissioners should
start on a common date, and, (2) that any vacancy due to death,
resignation or disability before the expiration of the term should only be
filled only for the unexpired balance of the term.

"Consequently, the terms of the first Chairmen and Commissioners
of the Constitutional Commissions under the 1987 Constitution must start
on a common date, irrespective of the variations in the dates of
appointments and qualifications of the appointees, in order that the
expiration of the first terms of seven, five and three years should lead to
the regular recurrence of the two-year interval between the expiration of
the terms.

"Applying the foregoing conditions to the case at bar, we rule that
the appropriate starting point of the terms of office of the first appointees
to the Constitutional Commissions under the 1987 Constitution must be
on February 02, 1987, the date of the adoption of the 1987 Constitution. In
case of a belated appointment or qualification, the interval between the
start of the term and the actual qualification of the appointee must be
counted against the latter."

The above-stated rotational or staggered appointments
which necessitates the application of the "remainder of term"
rule in case of death, resignation, removal by impeachment or
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otherwise, is not applicable to the Office of the Ombudsman,
since the Offices of the Ombudsman and the Deputies are not
rotational or staggered positions. All that the Constitution provides is
that they all shall be appointed to seven-year terms, without providing for
staggered terms and rotational membership. The possible reason for this is
the fact that the Office of the Ombudsman is neither a Constitutional
Commission nor a collegial body.

In the case of the members of the Commission on Human Rights
(CHR), the 1987 Constitution does not provide for the duration of their
terms or the application of the "remainder of term" rule. However, this rule
was made to apply to the CHR by virtue of Book V, Title II, Subtitle A,
Section 4 of Executive Order No. 292 or the Revised Administrative Code of
1987, to wit:

Section 4. Term of Office. - The Chairman and the Members of the
Commission on Human Rights shall be appointed by the President for a
term of seven years without reappointment. Appointment to any
vacancy shall be only for the unexpired term of the predecessor.

Theoretical Application of the "Remainder of Term" Rule to the Office of
the Ombudsman

The "remainder of term" rule has never been applied to the
Office of the Ombudsman since the creation of said Officeunder
the 1987 Constitution. If it were applied, the starting and end point of
every Ombudsman's term would have been February 2, and every seven
years thereafter, starting from February 2, 1987, in accordance with
Gaminde. This was never the case in the entire history of the Office of the
Ombudsman under the 1987 Constitution.

The first Ombudsman appointed under the 1987 Constitution was
Conrado M. Vasquez, who was appointed in May 1988 and therefore served
for a full seven-year term until May 1995. If the ruling in Gaminde was to
be theoretically retroacted to the case of Vasquez, he should have only
served until February 1, 1994, counting seven years from February 2, 1987.

On the other hand, Aniano A. Desierto was appointed August 4, 1995,
vice Conrado Vasquez, and served a full seven-year term until August 3,
2002. If the Gaminde ruling was to retroactively apply to the case of
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Desierto, he should have served from February 2, 1994 up to February 1,
2001 only.

Simeon V. Marcelo was appointed Ombudsman on October 10, 2002,
vice Aniano Desierto, to serve a full seven-year term ending on October 9,
2009. If the ruling in Gaminde was applied to Marcelo, his term should
have started on February 2, 2001 up to February 1, 2008. Gaminde was
promulgated on December 13, 2000. The Judicial and Bar Council, which
prepares the short list for candidates to the Office of the Ombudsman, did
not apply Gaminde to the case of the Ombudsman once Gaminde was
promulgated on December 13, 2000. Otherwise, the JBC should have
declared a vacancy in the Office of the Ombudsman on February 2, 2001,
and prepared its short list as early as December 2000, instead of waiting for
Desierto to finish his full seven-year term until August 3,2002.

When Marcelo resigned on November 2005, he was replaced by
Merceditas Gutierrez on December 1, 2005, to serve for a full seven-year
term until November 30, 2012, in accordance with Sec. 8 of RA 6770 and all
applicable legal principles and existing jurisprudence on the matter.

In short, the "remainder of term" rule as applied to the Constitutional
Commissions, with their rotational and staggered schemes of membership,
and as elaborated in Gaminde, requires that the term of these officials
should all start on a common date, i.e., February 2, 1987. The beginning
and end of every term thereafter shall be based from this starting point.
Applying this to the case of the Ombudsman, this would mean that
Ombudsman Vasquez's term should have been from February 2, 1987 to
February 1, 1994. Ombudsman Desierto's term should have been from
February 2, 1994 to February 1, 2001. Ombudsman Marcelo's term would
have been from February 2, 2001 to February 1, 2008. All would have
started and ended their terms on said specified dates, regardless of their
actual dates of appointment, with the difference always counted against
them.

Thus, applying the "remainder of term" rule to Ombudsman
Gutierrez, her term would have expired on February 1, 2008, and not
October 9, 2009 (the actual end of Marcelo's seven-year term, if
completed), or November 30, 2012 (the actual end of Gutierrez's seven-year
term, if completed). Extending the theoretical application of the "remainder
of term rule" to Gutierrez's successor, he or she would be appointed to serve
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out the remainder of the term of the Ombudsman which theoretically
started on February 2, 2008, or until February 1, 2015.

However, as discussed, the application of the "remainder of term"
rule to the Office of the Ombudsman, as enunciated in Imperial and
Gaminde, and as contemporarily applied to the Chairs and Commissioners
of the COMELEC, COA and CSC, is a violation of the express provision of
Section 8 of RA 6770, all legal principles and existing jurisprudence on the
matter, and the history of appointments to the Office of the Ombudsman
under the 1987 Constitution.

Conclusion

In sum, the successor of resigned Ombudsman Merceditas Gutierrez
shall be appointed by the President for a full seven-year term
counting from the date of his or her appointment by the
President, in accordance with:

1. Section 8 of RA 6770;
2. All applicable and pertinent legal principles and existing

jurisprudence on the matter;
3. The history of appointments made to the Office of the Ombudsman

together with the individual start and end of terms of the respective
Ombudsmen, from Vasquez to Gutierrez, reckoned from their
respective dates of appointment to said Office, regardless of the
Gaminde doctrine which does not apply to them.

2 May 2011, City of Manila, Philippines.

LE~
Secretary
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